Simulation Analysis of Maximum power Point Tracking in Grid connected Solar Photovoltaic System
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Abstract: This work proposes a method of generation of power in rural areas using photovoltaic energy. In order to utilize energy of photovoltaic to maximum extent MPPT is also incorporated in it. The MPPT tracks the optimal point at which maximum energy can be extracted from the panel. For operating the PV at maximum power the conductance matching for the PV panel is done by varying the duty cycle of DC to DC converter connected to it. The inverter used is a double stage where initially the power is regulated using a DC to DC converter and then the DC power is inverted and it is synchronized to grid using the Phase Locked Loop (PLL). The power generated here is single phase power at 230Volts and 50 Hertz, which can be used for domestic applications. The paper gives a brief introduction to methods of MPPT and the designing methodology of DC to DC converter and the application of PLL in grid synchronization. The proposed work is simulated using MATLAB SIMULINK.
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1. Introduction

The power sector is now facing great crises in power, where the difference between the demand and generation is very high. This situation primarily causes intermittent power in rural areas. The rural areas are the primary effectors for such power situations. The development in green energy is also concentrated mostly in heavily industrialised areas. This will not improve the situation of power cuts in rural areas. The load that is utilised by major rural areas will be single phase power and it will be in the order of Kilowatts. If the generation of such power is done with the help of green technologies, it will be more helpful for the livelihood of rural regions. of all the green powers available the wind and PV are most common methods. The energy system considered here is PV based energy system. The power extracted from the Photovoltaic system is DC as the power that is used for domestic purpose AC power. So power has to be converted back to AC power for better utilisation. The power that is generated has to be synchronised with grid so that you can utilize the existing distributed network.

MPP is a point which satisfies the maximum power transfer theorem. The optimum power point can be tracked with various methods. Some of the most common methods¹,²,³ used are Perturb and observe (P&O), Incremental conductance⁴, fuzzy logic⁵ and neural network based⁶ . P&O is the most commonly used controlling process mostly because of its simple algorithm and easy implementation. It works on principle that the rate of change of power will be minimum around MPP. It samples the present value of voltage, power and compares it with the previous value, the point at which the minimum rate of power change is observed the perturbation is congested. P&O has disadvantage of oscillation around the MPP. Incremental conductance is one more most commonly used algorithm which is based on the truth that the slope of the P-V curve will approaching zero as system reaches the MPP. In order to find the operating point the change in current and change of voltage are considered. It provides the better MPPT even in rapidly varying atmospheric conditions. The oscillations are also less compared to P&O. The limitation of this is system is in choosing the incremental step size. Low value step size takes the more response time and high step sizes leads to oscillations. In the above two methods have the basic disadvantage of fixed step size.

Intelligent controls like fuzzy logic and neural network can be used to gain the advantage of directly varying the duty cycle of the converter connected to the system, which solves the problem of fixed step perturbation. The working of fuzzy logic depends on the rules designed, which intern depends on the designer experience. So the basic disadvantage is that there cannot particular methodology, which consumes more time till the exact rules are designed. The neural network is one more intelligent method. The method requires more accurate data to test and train. The quality of a data is the major prerequisite here which is more difficult to obtain. The main aspects of the MPPT controllers are 1) ease of implementation, 2) the number of sensors required to implement MPPT, 3) the avoidance of multiple local maxima, 4) the low cost, 5) to reduce the system power loss, 6) to reduce the output power fluctuations in the steady state, 7) stability and 8) Robustness. The most widely used controllers in the industrial control processes are the PID controllers due to their simple
construction, ease of application, low cost and robust performance in a wide range of operating conditions. The selection of a PID as an MPPT controller satisfies most of the above aspects. The design of such a PID controller which requires the determination of three parameters: proportional gain, integral time constant and derivative time constant is discussed in brief in this paper.

The major importance of this paper lies in designing the PLL which is used for synchronizing the power that is generated and inverted with the existing grid. The power that is generated by the PV can be inverted to desired value by controlling the gate pulses. The PLL controls the switching sequence of the gates and produces required synchronization.

II. Methodology

The major things that have to be considered in development of grid synchronised PV generation are PV module, DC to DC converter, MPPT controller and PLL for synchronising generated single phase with the grid.

A. PV modelling:

The PV module characteristic is a non linear characteristic which depends on the reverse saturation current of the diode in parallel to the photo current source. The photovoltaic current is produced because of the photovoltaic action \[7\],\[8\]. The equivalent circuit of a PV cell is as depicted in Figure 1. The current source Iph represents the cell photocurrent. The series and shunt resistances are represented as Rs and Rsh. The PV cells are grouped in larger units called PV modules which are further interconnected in a parallel-series configuration to form PV arrays. The current source Iph represents the cell photocurrent. Rsh and Rs are the intrinsic shunt and series resistances of the cell, respectively. Usually the value of Rsh is very large and that of Rs is very small, hence they may be neglected to simplify the analysis. The PV cells are grouped in larger units called PV modules which are further interconnected in a parallel-series configuration to form PV arrays.

![Fig 1. PV Cell Modelled as Diode Circuit](image)

The photovoltaic panel can be modeled mathematically as given in equations (1) - (4)

Module photo-current:

\[ I_{ph} = [I_{scr} + k_i(T - 298)]*\lambda/1000 \]  

Where \( I_{ph} \) is the photocurrent in (A) which is the light-generated current at the nominal condition (25\(^\circ\)C and 1000W/m\(^2\)), \( K_i \) is the short-circuit current/temperature coefficient \( I_{scr} \) at (0.0017A/K), \( T \) is the actual temperature in K, \( \lambda \) is the irradiation on the device surface, and 1000W/m\(^2\) is the nominal irradiation.

Modules reverse saturation current \( I_{rs} \):

\[ I_{rs} = I_{rs}/[\exp(qv_{oc}/NskAT) - 1] \]  

Where \( I_{Rs} \) is the diode saturation current (A). The basic equation that describes the current output of the photovoltaic (PV) module \( I_{PV} \) of the single-diode model is as given in equation.

Thus,

\[ I_{PV} = I_{ph} - N_p * I_{o} \]  

Where \( I_{PV} \) is the PV current (A). These reference values are generally provided by manufacturers of PV modules for specified operating condition such as STC (Standard Test Conditions) for which the irradiance is 1000 W/m\(^2\) and the cell temperature is 25\(^\circ\)C. The panel specifications are used to design the simulink module of the required panel. The major factors are the open circuit voltage and the short circuit current.

B. DC TO DC CONVERTER:

The usage of the DC/DC converter \[9\],\[10\] is essential for achieving MPPT as it is the element which is driven by the controller in order to move the operating point of a PV source to be coincident to...
The boost converter is widely used to pinpoint the ultimate point of power of the PV array. Here the boost converter and resistive load are connected in parallel with the PV module. These elements form the power circuit. The boost converter can operate in continuous conduction mode along with discontinuous conduction mode. The mode of conduction depends of the capacity for storage of energy along with the relative timeframe of the switching. The design the boost converter mainly includes the coupling capacitor on the input side, capacitor on the output side of converter and the inductor. The output voltage is depends on the duty cycle and it is adjusted by the maximum power controller. The relation of the output voltage with the input voltage as function of duty cycle is given by

\[
\frac{V_o}{V_i} = \frac{1}{1 - D}
\]

C. Proposed MPPT controller design:

1) PID controller:

PID controller as the name indicates is proportional integral and derivative controller. The PID controller acts in such a way that it tries to minimize the error which is given as input to the controller. The continuous PID equation is depends on the \(K_p\), \(K_i\) and \(K_d\) values. In order to calculate the proportional, integral and derivative gains of PID controller, the Zeigler Nicholas method is applied.

The algorithm is based on the fact that the slope tangent of the characteristic \(p-v\) is zero in MPP, positive on the MPP left side, and negative on the MPP right side. In order to find out the position of the actual operating point in relation to MPP, this algorithm uses the derivate of the conductance \(di/dv\). As the power is equal to the product of current and voltage, the calculation of this slope is given by:

\[
\frac{dP}{dV} = \frac{d(VI)}{dV} = I + V \frac{dI}{dV} = 0
\]

\[
\frac{1}{V} + \frac{dI}{dV} = 0
\]

In proposed system the PID controller takes the eq-7 as error signal and tries to reduce it to null value. The PID used in this simulation is used to reduce the error between the slope PV slope to reference value, and controls the switching of boost converter. The Proportional control reduces the offset value, the error reduces the oscillations and the derivative control reduces the time taken to reach the final value. The overall block diagram of the proposed MPPT controller with PV system connected to grid is shown in fig 1:

**Fig 2: Block diagram of grid connected PV system**

**Fig 3: simulation diagram for single phase grid connected PV system**
D. Inverter and Phase locked loop

The power that is generated by the photovoltaic is DC it has to converted to AC for utilization in grid integration. For this purpose an universal bridge is used. For proper integration[11],[12],[13],[14] with grid the gate pulses are controlled with the help of Phase LOaked Loop (PLL)

Phase locked loop (PLL) is used to track the fundamental grid voltage even in severe harmonic conditions. We can consider PLL as a higher order band pass filter with a zero phase distortion. The PLL used here considers the parks transformation. This is used to find the phase error detection. The parks transformation is used here to detect the phase error. Once the phase error is detected it has to reduced to zero with the help of PI controller. The optimal working of PLL lies in deciding The values of Kp and Ki. The PLL used here is based on delaying the fundamental wave and finding phase.

III. Simulation and results:

To test the model the PV model was designed along with the PID MPPT controller. The PV input given to DC C converter and further to an inverter. The simulation is run for 0.5 sec. The grid was simulated for 230V AC RMS voltage, and the synchronization was done with the help of PLL.

The inverter voltage and current are important here for analysis and validation of designed model. Hence the results comprised of inverter current and voltage. The basic simulation is was shown in fig 3

![Inverter voltage and current waveforms](image1)

Fig 4: Inverter voltage and current waveforms

A fig.4 show the voltage and current output of inverter, the voltage of 230V RMS can be seen clearly which indicates that it can be used for general residential applications and frequency was nominal 50 Hertz allowing it synchronize to grid easily.

![Current Voltage and Power for proposed MPPT controller](image2)

Fig 5: Current Voltage and Power for proposed MPPT controller
The above result shows the converter output current, voltage and power which shows that the power output of the converter is at its maximum because of the implemented MPPT.

IV Conclusion:
As renewable energy systems have become widespread, PV systems are found to be easy solutions for residential applications and low power generation. Modeling of accurate PV systems have been a challenge. The model is designed based on the required specifications and from standard data sheets. For this thesis MPPT is implemented using boost converter. In this paper comprehensive simulink PV model was designed, MPPT method coupled with DC/DC converter was simulated, single phase PLL based grid grid connected inverter was designed. The obtained results suit the domestic application of a rural area where energy requirement will be in kilowatts. The generated can utilize existing distribution system as the voltage output is synchronized with grid.
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